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Shares party planning tips and ensemble ideas with
instructions for over one thousand pieces, covering
weddings, birthdays, and movie night.
Handcrafted details are at the heart of a beautiful
weddingadding charm, meaning, and style. In this
delightful book, Eunice and Sabrina Moyle, the
founders of Hello!Lucky, join forces with stylist
Shana Faust to bring you over 50 gorgeous projects.
Whether you favor a modern, classic look or a retro,
homespun flavor, you'll find plenty of crafts and
inspiration suited to your tastefrom vintage-key savethe-dates to delicate paper wreaths to silhouette
bride and groom signs. At the front of the book you'll
find guidance on choosing a look, sourcing
materials, and working out timelines. Then, each of
the 50 projects are fully explained with photos, howto diagrams, and step-by-step directions. Clever,
creative, and budget-friendly, Handmade Weddings
is the perfect handbook for the bride looking to style
her day her way.
The editors of "Country Living" present more than
300 enchanting ideas for celebrating the Christmas
season, including fabulous tree-toppers and
exceptional ornaments.
K & Company is one of the most recognized names
in scrapbooking and paper crafts—and Tracy Niehues
is one of its top designers. This follow-up to the
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company’s successful Designer Scrapbook
bestseller reaches out to the novice with both
traditional and exciting new card and tag ideas for all
occasions. On every page there’s something special
to offer congratulations, wish happy birthday,
celebrate a holiday, give thanks, or just say “I’m
thinking of you.” The invitations, favors, cardholders,
bi-fold and tri-fold cards, and other designs use
unique materials that range from Plexiglas tiles to tin
and fabrics. The Girlfriend Card, for example,
includes a round copper frame, as well as ribbons
and flower trim—all on vintage floral embossed paper.
It, and every other pattern, is absolutely beautiful. A
Selection of the Crafters Choice Book Club.
Janet Wilson shows how to create a stunning series
of decorative pictures and cards using Victorian,
Celtic and contemporary themes. Combining tracing,
paper piercing, embossing, stippling, and cutwork
techniques on paper, she shows how to build up
borders of flowers and leaves, and how to produce
delicately pierced pictures and paper lace.
A Card a Day, -The editors of Paper Crafts
magazine present over 365 card designs for holidays
and special occasions all through the year, plus tips,
techniques, and inspiration.
Teaches girls ages 9-16 how to make their own
albums. Heidi Schueller will teach girls the basics of
materials and techniques, talk about how to get great
photos, and demonstrate 17 layouts that girls can
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make for themselves.
Let your fabrics inspire you to create your own lovely
combinations! Quilt designer Jen Kingwell brings you
fifteen amazing new quilt designs in Quilt Lovely.
With nine gorgeous quilt projects that use a variety
of techniques, including applique, hand sewing and
hand quilting, and six fun pillow projects that can be
expanded easily into quilts, there will be something
for everyone to enjoy. Full-size paper patterns make
template creation quick and simple, and an easy-tonavigate reference section provides advice on
quilting basics and finishing.
Features projects that transform paper into handmade
cards and decorative pieces for entertaining, holidays,
and the home.
The first account of a unique American folk art, this
pioneering book is based on exhaustive research and
describes the tools, materials, and processes of tinwork.
The authors explain how to date New Mexican tinwork
and define the functional types of tin items. Their most
remarkable accomplishment is their identification of
individual tinsmiths and workshops in both the Spanish
and Revival periods.
Deck the halls with unique holiday projects that will leave
Santa envious of your workshop! Discover 18 Christmas
projects, including wall quilts, lap quilts, bed quilts, and
tree skirts.
Ideas, projects, and recipes to help you entertain.
Includes recipes for drinks and hors d'oeuvres,
instructions for simple lighting projects, centerpieces,
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place cards, table coverings, and more.
Important Note about PRINT ON DEMAND Editions: You
are purchasing a print on demand edition of this book.
This book is printed individually on uncoated (nonglossy) paper with the best quality printers available. The
printing quality of this copy will vary from the original
offset printing edition and may look more saturated. The
information presented in this version is the same as the
latest edition. Any pattern pullouts have been separated
and presented as single pages. If the pullout patterns are
missing, please contact c&t publishing.
Best-selling authors Barb Adams and Alma Allen are
back, this time with quilts and projects celebrating the
home, community and friendships! The featured quilt has
nine blocks reminiscent of early American sampler
designs. Two versions of the quilt - one by Barb, one by
Alma - are included. PLUS there are a total of 13 other
projects ... other quilts, a table runner, hooked rug and
more. Every page a delight.
Discover nine gorgeous sets of bed runners with
coordinating projects such as pillows, shams, and
embellished sheets. Specially designed to drape across
the foot of the bed, each stunning bed runner offers a
quick and beautiful way to decorate. Includes many twosided designs for added versatility--change the look of a
bedroom with the simple flip of a quilt Offers a variety of
sets to suit your mood: sassy, serene, playful, elegant,
charming, and more Inspires quilters to experiment with
new ideas and techniques on smaller projects
Move beyond the classic hexagon with time-saving tips
on tools, materials, and techniques from the Patchwork
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with Busyfingers designer. You’ll love these ten soft and
pretty designs made with traditional hexagons, as well as
squares, circles, pentagons, and other shapes. Learn the
fundamentals of English paper piecing and needleturned
appliqué to add to your repertoire of quiltmaking skills.
Whether you are a beginner or a more experienced
quilter, Sue’s teaching style will help you rediscover the
joy of handwork. Introducing new techniques for English
paper piecing that give this time-honored quiltmaking
method a modern twist Blend in appliqué elements for a
fresh look without all of the complicated inset piecing
Start with a smaller project like napkins or a tote bag,
and build up to a tablecloth or bed-size quilt
Presents project ideas, discusses color combinations, and
provides step-by-step photographs for stamping techniques,
with information on essential tools.
The Best of Stamp It! Cards is an inspiring collection of more
than 500 unique greeting cards to make for a multitude of
occasions. These keepsake-quality cards combine stamping
with a wide range of techniques that enhance their artistic
appeal. Step-by-step instructions explain how to color
stamped images with markers, chalk, and watercolor. Some
designs feature unique uses of buttons, bows, and all kinds of
bling to really make the stamping shine. There are cards with
heat embossing, spotlight stamping, masking, and more.
There is even a section where three designers use the same
stamp set to make completely different cards, demonstrating
the versatility of the tools and supplies. Themes range from
holidays and birthdays to thanks and friendship, and there are
designs for all ages. Surprisingly, many cards require less
than 5 steps to complete, so even the busiest persons can
find time to create pleasing, personal cards. Novice card
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makers will find everything they need to get started in this
rewarding field, and experienced paper crafters will enjoy
spreading their creative wings.
"Techniques and projects in step-by-step format for all kinds
of paper crafts"--Provided by publisher.
Sketches are a card maker's best friend because they take
the guesswork out of the design process. In this must-have
edition revealing the secrets of creative card design, the
editors of Paper Crafts Magazine® have gathered over 125
sketches and more than 500 projects to show how to use
sketches for card designs. All the paper crafter has to do is
decide on a sketch, gather the supplies, and create the card
in no time flat! From fun and cute birthday cards to holiday gift
card holders, this very special book will become a go-to
resource every time the card maker digs into her paper
crafting stash.
Quilters can never have too many little quilts! This collection
of 12 traditional patterns features a quilt as tiny as 13"
square, and the largest quilt is just 34" x 42". Create these
charming designs just for the joy of it, and then stack them on
tabletops, tuck them into cozy vignettes, and share them with
the people you love. Pump up your patchwork skills with a
postage-stamp quilt. Take a twist on vintage yo-yo quilts.
Create small, two-color beauties. Discover a variety of
designs for different skill levels, along with tips throughout for
making each quilt distinctively yours.
Featuring innovative techniques as well as traditional cardmaking methods, this instructional source provides crafters
with detailed instructions for creating handmade cards with
moveable parts. The designs featured in this collection
include spinner, slider, waterfall, cylinder, peek-a-boo, wiper,
suspension, shaker, hinged panel, pull-tab designs, and
never-ending cards. Themed projects include a Christmas
Cardinal double-wiper card, Surprise Party slider card, and
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the Who Loves You Peek-a-boo sentiment card—and designs
are all accompanied by detailed photographs.
Provides instructions and patterns for making quilts and
quilted table runners, sewing machine covers, wall hangings,
place mats, and pillows
Joy of Scrapbooking, -All-new content expands and updates
the 1998 classic. Perfect for beginners and inspiring for
experienced croppers.
Introducing current, popular coloring methods for card
making, this guide is divided into three instructional chapters
that showcase a specific medium—watercolor, colored pencils,
and alcohol ink. With an introduction to each medium, every
one of the eye-catching designs in this book include a
detailed walk through, a materials list, and coloring tips. A
special section on how to accentuate designs includes
suggested use for glitter pens and gel pens as well as
techniques on shading and creating texture. Projects include
Fairy Thanks, Meowy Christmas, Geranium Get Well, Secret
Fishing Spot, Beary Happy Birthday, Sharing a Cookie, and
Special Friends.
Transform your living space into a relaxing retreat when you
stitch up soft, simple, and naturally beautiful quilts. Fourteen
easy-to-sew projects range from quilts and throw pillows to a
pretty patchwork dog bed. Author and designer Lydia Loretta
Nelson’s soothing, handmade touches lend a touch of
warmth to every room in your home—including all the spaces
where memories are made. Fold a quilt over the nursery
rocker or drape a patchwork throw over the sofa to
personalize your house, apartment, or dorm room. Quilters of
all skill levels will appreciate Lydia’s fresh designs and
timeless, calming color palettes.
Want to try your hand at making gorgeous homemade
goodies? Then unleash the crafter within you with this
collection of all-new papercraft projects! With simple step-byPage 7/12
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steps, these quick makes ensure fast results.
Provides patterns and instructions for making crib quilts, doll
quilts, wall hangings, place mats, wearable objects, and other
small quilted items
Some of the highest-quality art markers on the market, Copic
markers continue to grow in popularity for paper crafters, and
this informative and instructional book assists crafters of all
levels in mastering Copic coloring skills. In addition to an
explanation of the color-coding system, suggestions for
compatible inks and papers to use, and step-by-step tutorials
on the most popular coloring techniques, this go-to resource
also includes a variety of eye-catching card designs to inspire
enthusiastic card makers. Projects include Raven Thanks,
Quite a Catch, Me Love You, Friends Forever, To the Moon
and Back, Apples in a Chintz Bowl, and Home Sweet Home.
“Fans of handmade crafts will find much to enjoy in this slim
but lovely volume . . . Wool lovers won’t be able to pass this
one up.” —Publishers Weekly Add warmth and texture to your
home with wool appliqué. Sewing in the popular folk-art style,
you’ll stitch fifteen projects, including thirteen heirloomworthy table mats and two versions of an Advent calendar.
Learn how reverse appliqué brings depth and color to your
handwork without the bulk of additional layers. This guide
offers advice on choosing and using wool (even scraps!), plus
valuable techniques and tips for wool hand stitchers. Make
heirlooms your family will treasure Be inspired by beautiful
styled photos with seasonal themes Choose the best tools
and get advice on stitches
You'll love these yummy designs from QuiltSoup Pattern
Company! Get ready to showcase your fabrics in delightful
applique quilts. Create a summer cottage, flowerpots, birds,
and many other charming motifs. Choose from nine quilts with
fun patchwork and appealing applique--ideal for confident
beginners to intermediate quilters Learn Barbara's tips for
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beautifully stitched needle-turn applique Achieve success with
relatively large, easy-to-use applique shapes; full-sized
template patterns are included
This pattern collection by Patti Eaton celebrates an old-time
favorite quilt design--the Churn Dash Block. There's an
octagonal table topper in island-bright colors, a charming oversized throw with appliquÃ©d blossoms, a clever lap quilt or
wall hanging with block colors positioned to form a giant
churn dash pattern, and an eye-opening king-size bed quilt
that will get your mornings off to a cheerful start. Let Patti
show you how the venerable Churn Dash Block still shines in
any new setting. 4 Designs: Luau (28" x 28"); Garden Trellis
(67Â½" x 78"); Churn in the Dark (59" x 59"); and Big, Bold,
and Brilliant (99" x 99").

Seven experienced craft authors show how to make
simple and stunning greetings cards in a rich variety of
themes: fairy cards, art nouveau, clear stamped, Celtic,
oriental, Victorian, rustic, paper pierced and paper lace
cards. The techniques simply explained and
demonstrated include pen and wash, 3D decoupage,
using pressed flowers, glass painting, using embossing
powder, metal embossing, using polymer clay, rubber
stamping and using clear stamps, using craft stickers,
using chalks or alcohol inks, sewing beads on to cards,
origami, using craft punches and quilling. The resulting
projects are stunning, but the clear step by step
photographs, templates for the designs and simple
instructions make them achievable for card makers of all
skill levels and there are dozens of beautifully
photographed variations for more inspiration. Card
makers looking for all kinds of different techniques will
find something to inspire them here.Uses material
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from:Handmade Fairy Cards 9781844483051Handmade
Art Nouveau Cards 9781844482092Handmade Clear
Stamped Cards 9781844482207Handmade Celtic Cards
9781844482603Handmade Oriental Cards
9781844482108Handmade Victorian Cards
9781844482467Hand Painted Rustic Cards
9781844482450Handmade Paper Pierced Cards
9781844482474Paper Lace Greetings Cards
9781844484072
Take a fresh, fun look at plaid quilts! Based on bestloved blocks, these plaid-packed projects range in style
from classic to country. Book jacket.
A handmade card can express personal sentiments like
nothing else, and card makers will find this 288-page
collection invaluable for its wide variety of inspiration and
ideas. It offers more than 500 of the best card projects
from the editors of Paper Crafts&die; magazine and its
Card Creations special issues, plus 20 brand-new cards.
This irresistible card-making resource will help all
through the year, including major holidays, traditional
family milestones for all ages, and special occasions.
There are cards full of impressive techniques, and quick
and easy varieties for last-minute designs. Over 350 can
be completed in 5 steps or less. Paper crafters can
create to their heart's content!
In this volume in the Good Things with Martha Stewart
Living series, you will find dozens of ideas, projects, and
recipes to help you entertain more easily and often.
Delicious drinks and hors d'oevres, simple lighting
projets, beautiful centerpieces, clever place cards,
creative table coverings, and luscious desserts round out
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this inspired collection.
Presents design ideas and projects for paper craft
decorations and gifts that can be created for different
holidays.
Take on your next quilting feat with a champion quilt!
From expert quilter Sandra Mollon, recreate the
“Seasons of Life” quilt, which is now a part of a
permanent collection of the National Quilt Museum in
Paducah, Kentucky. Learn techniques for incorporating
unusual fabrics, creating dimensional flowers, as well as
shading with inks and embellishing blocks. In true
“Baltimore” style, each of the 13 blocks features a
different tribute to nature in highly stylized fashion:
baskets, wreaths, flowers, leaves and vines, and small
garden or forest animals. Appliqué each block for your
very own stunning creation. Learn tons of techniques
with appliqué, embroidery, ribbon work, beading, and
more!
These 25 exquisite hand-embroidery projects are the
perfect antidote to today’s throwaway culture: they’re
meant to last and to remind us how generations before
us lived—appreciating, preserving, and passing down
their lovingly-stitched handiwork to families and friends.
Anyone would treasure this lovely array of unique
textiles, which include soft furnishings, home
accessories, and gifts. They’re arranged in five
appealing thematic categories, all inspired by traditional
designs: “Bugs and Botanicals,” “Celebrations,”
“Country Garden,” “Hearts,” and “Seaside.” Create a
charming apple cushion, heart-adorned apron, lavender
pillow, dragonfly picture, berry wreath throw, as well as
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tea cozies, table runners, napkins, and sachets. The
techniques—all beautifully and clearly explained—include
chain and running stitches, satin stitch, French knot, and
many others suitable for beginners.
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